Death dance a novel alexandra cooper mysteries Copy

with her newest alexandra cooper novel terminal city new york times bestselling author linda fairstein delivers another breakneck thriller that captures the essence of new york city its glamour its possibilities and its endless capacity for darkness linda fairstein is well known for illuminating the dark histories in many of new york s forgotten corners and sometimes in the city s most popular landmarks in terminal city fairstein turns her attention to one of new york s most iconic structures grand central terminal from the world s largest tiffany clock decorating the 42nd street entrance to its spectacular main concourse grand central has been a symbol of beauty and innovation in new york city for more than one hundred years but the world s loveliest station is hiding more than just an underground train system when the body of a young woman is found in the tower suite of the waldorf astoria one of the most prestigious hotels in manhattan assistant da alex cooper and detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace find themselves hunting for an elusive killer whose only signature is carving a carefully drawn symbol into his victims bodies a symbol that bears a striking resemblance to train tracks when a second body bearing the same bloody symbol is discovered in a deserted alleyway right next to the terminal building all attention shifts to the iconic transportation hub where the potential for a bigger attack weighs heavily on everyone s minds with the president of the united states set to arrive for a united nations meeting at the weeks end alex and mike must contend with grand central s expansive underground tunnels and century old dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship to find a killer who appears to be cutting a deadly path straight to the heart of the city the real life work of sex crimes prosecutor linda fairstein brought riveting authenticity vanity fair to her bestselling debut novel final jeopardy now fairstein s fictional counterpart smart and savvy assistant d a alexandra cooper returns in a grisham esque page turner time that puts alex in the line of fire new york city s oldest and largest medical center is the scene of a ghastly attack top neurosurgeon gemma dogen is found in her blood soaked office where she has been sexually assaulted stabbed and designated by the cops as a likely to die by the time alex has plunged into the case it s a high profile media infested murder investigation with a growing list of suspects from among those who roam the hospital s labyrinthine halls as alex s passion to find the killer intensifies she discovers this hospital is not a place of healing but of deadly peril and that she is the next target for lethal violence a high style thriller that sweeps from manhattan to london to martha s vineyard likely to die is an exhilarating tale from a justice system insider and provocative novelist renowned sex crimes prosecutor and bestselling author linda fairstein sends her acclaimed heroine the stylish and steely nerved d a alexandra cooper on a hunt for a killer inside new york city s glitzy art world alexandra cooper has seen many murder victims but few more disturbing than the silk clad body of a woman her hands and feet tied to a ladder pulled from the turbulent waters at manhattan s northern tip with her colleagues including nypd detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace alex races against the clock and hopes for a cold hit a dna match that would reveal the identity of the murderer by linking the crime to someone already in the police database but as the case pulls her into the exclusive world of east side auction houses and cutting edge chelsea galleries alex discovers she may be marked as an expendable commodity in a chilling and deadly scheme manhattan sex crimes prosecutor alexandra cooper discovers that her current date rape case has become complicated by her client s secrets as well as by a colleague s investigation into the murder of an elderly harlem woman this is another spine tingling thriller from the author of final jeopardy likely to die cold hit and the bone vault success can never be guaranteed in every case alexandra cooper prosecutes but for once the odds are with her she s able to put away a serial rapist for a crime he committed over 20 years previously outside the courtroom another predator is at large in the middle of a trial involving a businessman
charged with murdering his wife manhattan prosecutor alexandra cooper is summoned to investigate an explosion of unknown origin 600 feet below street level when it is traced back to her case an alexandra cooper mystery in this short story from the new york times bestselling thriller anthology faceoff linda fairstein and steve martini along with their popular series characters alex cooper and paul madriani team up for the first time ever paired together on a legal conference panel assistant manhattan d a alexandra cooper and los angeles criminal defense attorney paul madriani butt heads over a hypothetical case but madriani currently representing a defendant in the suspected murder of an l a area madam runs afoul of coop within minutes over the issue of empathy for the victim real or hypothetical still after the panel there are no hard feelings and the two colleagues plan to enjoy a drink at one of coop s favorite new york city watering holes that is until they are approached by an audience member claiming to know something about madriani s real life case that will exonerate his client coop and madriani s meeting with the source will lead them into the thick of a global conspiracy that reaches to the highest echelons of power and ultimately justice will be done for more exciting pairs check out all eleven short stories in faceoff from new york times bestselling author and famed former manhattan prosecutor linda fairstein comes a chilling new alexandra cooper novel in which alex matches wits with the master of detective fiction himself edgar allan poe workers demolishing a nineteenth century brownstone where edgar allan poe once lived discover a human skeleton entombed standing behind a brick wall when sex crimes prosecutor alexandra cooper hears about the case it strikes her as a classic poe scene except that forensic evidence shows that this young woman died within the last twenty five years meanwhile alex s old nemesis the silk stocking rapist is once again terrorizing manhattan s upper east side the attacks soon escalate to murder and the search leads alex and detectives mercer wallace and mike chapman to the city s stunning bronx botanical gardens there an enigmatic librarian presides over the raven society a group devoted to the work of poe in exploring the fabled writer s tormented life for clues alex will cross paths with a cunning killer and face some of the greatest challenges of her career entombed is masterful exhilarating crime fiction from one of crime writing s most dazzling stars in the middle of a trial involving a businessman charged with murdering his wife manhattan prosecutor alexandra cooper is summoned to investigate an explosion of unknown origin 600 feet below street level when it is traced back to her case lola dakota had to call in the police several times to restrain her abusive husband but he always returned so when they got wind of his plan to hire a hitman to kill her she agrees to play her part in the sting which would see both men arrested new york times bestselling author linda fairstein returns with a ripped from the headlines thriller that takes alexandra cooper into the dark underside of new york city s most storied restaurants and a murder case spanning continents while alexandra cooper is in france visiting her famed restaurateur boyfriend luc rouget one of his matchboxes promoting his new restaurant is found on the body of a murdered young woman but before the investigation begins alex is summoned back to new york the distinguished and wealthy head of the world economic bureau has been arrested and accused of attacking a maid in his hotel alex prepares the alleged victim to testify but when a second body is found with luc s matchbox she begins to fear that the two cases may not be as unrelated as she thought and that uncovering the sordid secrets of the city s most wealthy and powerful could cost her and her loved ones everything they hold dear maybe she blessed the waters a century ago but now she s a magnet for murder she s an angel all right mike said staring at the beautiful sunlit figure that towered over us a death angel in new york s central park assistant da alexandra cooper and detective mike chapman race to track down a serial killer before yet another young woman is found dead the enormous urban park a sanctuary in the middle of the city for thousands of new yorkers and tourists who fill it every day may very well become a hunting ground at night for a killer with a twisted mind once again linda fairstein thrills with an explosive page turner filled with a shocking realism that only she can deliver new york city is known for its glamour and nowhere is this more apparent than in its fashion scene sharing the pedestal with paris milan and
London as fashion capital of the world, New York continually astounds with its creativity, daring, and innovations in the name of beauty. Yet high fashion means high stakes as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when a murder rocks New York City's fashion Week along with detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace. Alex must reveal the grime beneath the glitz to expose the culprit unless a wolf in model's clothing gets to them first. A Twelfth Dynasty Mummified Princess on loan from Cairo is missing from the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Assistant District Attorney Alex Cooper tries to solve the case unaware that a killer may await a latest Alex Cooper thriller. By the best-selling author of Death Angel, finds the Assistant DA and detective Mike Chapman confronting Grand Central Terminal's dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship. New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein explores the depths of Manhattan's secretive Rockefeller University in this timely captivating thriller about the deep and often deadly reverberations of past sins. Assistant DA Alex Cooper of the Manhattan Sex Crimes Unit is finally back at work following a leave of absence and not a moment too soon with more women feeling empowered to name their abusers. Alex is eager to return to the courtroom to do what she does best but even she can't anticipate the complexity of her first case when she meets Lucy, a young woman who testified years earlier at a landmark federal trial and now reveals that she was sexually assaulted by a prominent official during that time. Yet Lucy isn't the only secret Alex must uncover with rumors swirling about one colleague's abusive conduct behind closed doors and another's violent mysterious collapse as the seemingly disparate cases of her client adversary and friend start to intertwine. Alex along with NYPD detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace finds herself in uncharted territory within Manhattan's Rockefeller University, a premier research institute, hospital, and cornerstone of higher learning, but not even the greatest minds in the city can help her when unearthed secrets begin to collide in dangerous ways and unless she can uncover the truth, the life saving facility just may become her grave. Summoned to Tina Barr's apartment to investigate a possible assault, Assistant DA Alex Cooper finds a terrified and uncooperative victim, but when a murder complicates the case Alex follows a trail to the wealthy eccentric Hunt family in New York. A woman brain surgeon is sexually assaulted and stabbed murder by a demented patient or a more sinister killer. Policewoman Alex Cooper investigates Alexander Cooper Assistant District Attorney in charge of Manhattan's Sex Crime Prosecution takes on the murder of movie star Isabella Lascar in Alexander's summer home and someone from her high profile past who may have intended to kill Alex. The Third in Linda Fairstein's gripping and authentic series of crime novels featuring Assistant DA Alex Cooper with aplomb, style, and sharp compassion for her clients, Coop again unravels the truth behind murder in partnership with homicide detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace. The victim is Deni Caxton, third wife to the heir of a steel baron and a leading New York art dealer in her own right. As Cooper, Chapman, and Mercer investigate her brutal killing, they strip away the elegant and refined façade of her marriage and the international art world to reveal a tangle of cut throat business dealings over blown egos and distorted passions. They find that the rich have the same motives for murder as the poorest killer: money, revenge, love, and hate. They rapidly discover that a veneer of artistic civilization doesn't prevent the use of blackmail or violence. Not even when officers of the law stand in the way for more about Linda Fairstein and theAlexandra Cooper series visit her website at lindafairstein.com following the critically acclaimed and top ten best seller The Deadhouse, Linda Fairstein now takes us behind the scenes of some of New York's magnificent and mysterious institutions in her most electrifying Alexandra Cooper thriller yet. Manhattan DA Alex Cooper investigates the murders of three victims while dodging infuriated gang members packing heat. Her interrogation skills lead to someone with a twisted obsession concerning the military and things grow increasingly dangerous. When in the Metropolitan Museum of Art's exquisite Temple of Dendur, a monument to an ancient world, a very modern debate is raging at a gala dinner a controversial new exhibit is fiercely opposed by many among the upper echelon of museum donors. Alex Cooper steps into this highly charged ring of power players only to make a much more troubling discovery. A young museum researcher has been murdered.
shipped to the Met in an ancient Egyptian sarcophagus together with cops Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace. Alex must penetrate the realm of the city's cultural elite to find a killer intent on keeping some secrets buried for eternity. Forty-eight hours after Alex Cooper arrives in France to visit her boyfriend and famed restaurateur Luc Rouget, her vacation in paradise is cut short when a young woman from the village is found murdered. The only evidence discovered on the body is one of Luc's matchboxes. Promoting his new restaurant in New York, the world economic bureau has been arrested and accused of attacking a maid in his hotel. As the world watches in fascination to see how the scandal will unfold, Alex finds her attention torn between preparing the alleged victim to testify and a murder case with ties too close to home. A second body is found with Luc's matchbox this time in Brooklyn, and Alex begins to fear that the two cases may not be as unrelated as she thought. Uncovering the sordid secrets of the city's most wealthy and powerful could cost her and her loved ones everything. Everything held dear. The Manhattan waterfront is one of New York City's most beautiful vistas, boasting both the statue of Liberty and the George Washington Bridge. The world's busiest traffic bridge. Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman in the midst of their own growing relationship take on a case that forces them apart as a killer's twisted plan draws ever closer to home. In New York's central park, Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman race to track down a serial killer. Before yet another young woman is found dead, is the body in the rambles, the victim of a deranged psychopath or could other missing women be connected to this savage attack? Thousands of New Yorkers and tourists who fill every day may very well become the hunting ground for a killer with a twisted mind after a lull of four years, the Silk Stocking Rapist is back. Working on the Upper East Side, but this time Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman have perfect DNA evidence to work with. Success can never be guaranteed in every case. Alexandra Cooper prosecutes, but for once, the odds are with her. She's able to put away a serial rapist for a crime he committed over 20 years previously. Outside the courtroom, another predator is at large. When she investigates a possible assault, Assistant DA Alex Cooper finds the supposed victim terrified and uncooperative. But when a murder complicates the case, Alex follows a trail to the wealthy eccentric Hunt family. New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein delivers a heart-pounding thriller that explores the dark secrets of Manhattan's iconic fashion scene. In this Alexandra Cooper novel, New York City is one of the fashion capitals of the world. Well known for its glamour and style, yet high fashion means high stakes as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer Wolf Savage is found dead in an apparent suicide mere days before the biggest show of his career. When the man's daughter insists Savage's death was murder, the case becomes more than a media sensation. It is a race to find a killer in a world created entirely out of fantasy and illusion with her own job at the DA's office in jeopardy and the temptation to self-medicate her PTSD with alcohol almost too strong to resist. Alex is not anyone's first choice for help but she is determined to uncover the grime and the possible homicide beneath the glitter. With detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, Alex must penetrate the twisted roots and mixed motives among the high profile players in the garment district just as things are about to get deadly on the catwalk. Investigating the murders of two women whose bodies were left in houses of worship, prosecutor Alexandra Cooper rules out initial suspicions about hate crimes and begins a race against time to prevent further killings by the bestselling author of Hell Gate. Alexandra Cooper awakens one morning to shocking news: a tabloid headline announcing her own brutal murder but the actual victim was Isabella Lascar, the Hollywood film star who sought refuge at Alex's Martha's Vineyard retreat. Was Isabella targeted by a stalker or was she in the wrong place at the wrong time mistaken for Alex? Another authentic spine-tingling thriller from the woman who has been there herself. The Manhattan waterfront is one of New York City's most magnificent vistas, boasting both the majestic statue of Liberty and the busy...
George Washington Bridge but Detective Mike Chapman is about to become far too well acquainted with the dangerous side of the Hudson River and its islands when he takes on his most personal case yet. The disappearance of Alex Cooper is missing but there are so many leads and terrifying complications scores of enemies she has made after a decade of putting criminals behind bars a recent security breach with dangerous repercussions and a new intimacy in her relationship with Mike causing the police commissioner himself to be wary of the methods Mike will use to get Coop back if he can investigating two cases including a human trafficking shipwreck and a New York Congressman's sex scandal. Alex Cooper discovers a common clue that links both cases and puts her life in danger like other fictional characters female sleuths may live in the past or the future they may represent current times with some level of reality or shape their settings to suit an agenda. There are audiences for both realism and escapism in the mystery novel it is interesting however to compare the fictional world of the mystery sleuth with the world in which readers live. Of course mystery readers do not share one simplistic world they live in urban, suburban, and rural areas as do the female heroines in the books they read. They may choose a book because it has a familiar background or because it takes them to places they long to visit. Readers may be rich or poor, young or old, conservative or liberal. So are the heroines. What incredible choices there are today in mystery series. This three-volume encyclopedia of women characters in the mystery novel is like a gigantic menu like a menu the descriptions of the items that are provided are subjective. Volume 3 of mystery women as currently updated adds an additional 42 sleuths to the 500 plus who were covered in the initial volume. These are more recently discovered sleuths who were introduced during the period from January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1999 this more than doubles the number of sleuths introduced in the 1980s 298 of whom were covered in volume 2 and easily exceeded the 347 series and some outstanding individuals described in volume 1 which covered a 130-year period from 1860 to 1979. It also includes updates on those individuals covered in the first edition changes in status short reviews of books published since the first edition through December 31, 2008. Assistant Da Alexandra Cooper returns in the New Breakneck thriller by the New York Times bestselling author of Death Angel who once again captures the essence of New York City its glamour its history its possibilities and its endless capacity for darkness. Grand Central Station is hiding more than just an underground train system when the body of a young woman is found in the tower suite of the Waldorf Astoria. Assistant Da Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman find themselves hunting for a killer whose only signature is a carefully drawn symbol carved into his victims' bodies. A symbol that bears a striking resemblance to train tracks after a second body is discovered in a terminal alleyway attention shifts to the iconic transportation hub and the potential for a bigger attack with the President of the United States set to arrive for a United Nations meeting. Alex and Mike must contend with Grand Central's expansive underground tunnels and century-old dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship to find a killer who's cutting a deadly path straight to the heart of the city.
Terminal City 2014-06-17

with her newest alexandra cooper novel terminal city new york times bestselling author linda fairstein delivers another breakneck thriller that captures the essence of new york city its glamour its possibilities and its endless capacity for darkness linda fairstein is well known for illuminating the dark histories in many of new york s forgotten corners and sometimes in the city s most popular landmarks in terminal city fairstein turns her attention to one of new york s most iconic structures grand central terminal from the world s largest tiffany clock decorating the 42nd street entrance to its spectacular main concourse grand central has been a symbol of beauty and innovation in new york city for more than one hundred years but the world s loveliest station is hiding more than just an underground train system when the body of a young woman is found in the tower suite of the waldorf astoria one of the most prestigious hotels in manhattan assistant da alex cooper and detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace find themselves hunting for an elusive killer whose only signature is carving a carefully drawn symbol into his victims bodies a symbol that bears a striking resemblance to train tracks when a second body bearing the same bloody symbol is discovered in a deserted alleyway right next to the terminal building all attention shifts to the iconic transportation hub where the potential for a bigger attack weighs heavily on everyone s minds with the president of the united states set to arrive for a united nations meeting at the week s end alex and mike must contend with grand central s expansive underground tunnels and century old dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship to find a killer who appears to be cutting a deadly path straight to the heart of the city

Likely to Die 1998-09-01

the real life work of sex crimes prosecutor linda fairstein brought riveting authenticity vanity fair to her bestselling debut novel final jeopardy now fairstein s fictional counterpart smart and savvy assistant d a alexandra cooper returns in a grisham esque page turner time that puts alex in the line of fire new york city s oldest and largest medical center is the scene of a ghastly attack top neurosurgeon gemma dogen is found in her blood soaked office where she has been sexually assaulted stabbed and designated by the cops as a likely to die by the time alex has plunged into the case it s a high profile media infested murder investigation with a growing list of suspects from among those who roam the hospital s labyrinthine halls as alex s passion to find the killer intensifies she discovers this hospital is not a place of healing but of deadly peril and that she is the next target for lethal violence a high style thriller that sweeps from manhattan to london to martha s vineyard likely to die is an exhilarating tale from a justice system insider and provocative novelist

Cold Hit 2002-02-17

renowned sex crimes prosecutor and bestselling author linda fairstein sends her acclaimed heroine the stylish and steely nerved d a alexandra cooper on a hunt for a killer inside new york city s glitzy art world alexandra cooper has seen many murder victims but few more disturbing than the silk clad body of a woman her hands and feet tied to a ladder pulled from the turbulent waters at manhattan s northern tip with her colleagues including nypd detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace alex races against the clock and hopes for a cold hit a dna match that would reveal the identity of the murderer by linking the crime to someone already in the police database but as the case pulls her into the exclusive world of east side auction houses and cutting edge chelsea galleries alex discovers she may be marked as an expendable commodity in a chilling and deadly scheme
The Kills 2005

Manhattan sex crimes prosecutor Alexandra Cooper discovers that her current date rape case has become complicated by her client’s secrets as well as by a colleague’s investigation into the murder of an elderly Harlem woman.

The Kills 2004

This is another spine-tingling thriller from the author of Final Jeopardy, Likely to Die Cold, Hit and the Bone Vault.

Killer Heat 2008-01-24

Success can never be guaranteed in every case Alexandra Cooper prosecutes but for once the odds are with her; she’s able to put away a serial rapist for a crime he committed over 20 years previously outside the courtroom another predator is at large.

Bad Blood 2007

In the middle of a trial involving a businessman charged with murdering his wife Manhattan prosecutor Alexandra Cooper is summoned to investigate an explosion of unknown origin 600 feet below street level when it is traced back to her case.

The Deadhouse 2003

An Alexandra Cooper mystery.

Surfing the Panther 2015-01-06

In this short story from the New York Times bestselling thriller anthology Faceoff Linda Fairstein and Steve Martini along with their popular series characters Alex Cooper and Paul Madriani team up for the first time ever paired together on a legal conference panel. Assistant Manhattan D.A. Alexandra Cooper and Los Angeles Criminal Defense Attorney Paul Madriani butt heads over a hypothetical case but Madriani currently representing a defendant in the suspected murder of an L.A. area madam runs afoul of Coop within minutes over the issue of empathy for the victim real or hypothetical still after the panel there are no hard feelings and the two colleagues plan to enjoy a drink at one of Coop’s favorite New York City watering holes that is until they are approached by an audience member claiming to know something about Madriani’s real-life case that will exonerate his client. Cooper and Madriani’s meeting with the source will lead them into the thick of a global conspiracy that reaches to the highest echelons of power and ultimately justice will be done for more exciting pairs check out all eleven short stories in Faceoff.

Entombed 2005-01-04

From New York Times bestselling author and famed former Manhattan prosecutor Linda Fairstein comes a chilling new Alexandra Cooper novel in which Alex matches wits with the master of detective fiction himself Edgar Allan Poe. Workers demolishing a nineteenth-century brownstone where Edgar Allan Poe once lived discover a human skeleton entombed standing behind a brick wall when sex crimes prosecutor Alexandra Cooper hears about the case it strikes her as a classic Poe scene except that forensic evidence shows that this young woman died within the last twenty-five years. Meanwhile Alex’s old nemesis the Silk Stocking Rapist is once again terrorizing Manhattan’s upper east side the attacks soon escalate to murder and the search leads Alex and detectives Mercer Wallace and Mike Chapman to the city’s stunning Bronx botanical gardens there an enigmatic librarian presides over the Raven Society a group devoted to the
work of poe in exploring the fabled writer’s tormented life for clues alex will cross paths with a cunning killer and face some of the greatest challenges of her career entombed is masterful exhilarating crime fiction from one of crime writing’s most dazzling stars.

**Bad Blood 2007-12-26**

In the middle of a trial involving a businessman charged with murdering his wife, Manhattan prosecutor Alexandra Cooper is summoned to investigate an explosion of unknown origin 600 feet below street level when it is traced back to her case.

**The Deadhouse 2002-01**

Lola Dakota had to call in the police several times to restrain her abusive husband but he always returned so when they got wind of his plan to hire a hitman to kill her she agrees to play her part in the sting which would see both men arrested.

**Night Watch 2012-07-10**

New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein returns with a ripped from the headlines thriller that takes Alexandra Cooper into the dark underside of New York City’s most storied restaurants and a murder case spanning continents while Alexandra Cooper is in France visiting her famed restaurateur boyfriend Luc Rouget one of his matchboxes promoting his new restaurant is found on the body of a murdered young woman but before the investigation begins Alex is summoned back to New York the distinguished and wealthy head of the world economic bureau has been arrested and accused of attacking a maid in his hotel. Alex prepares the alleged victim to testify but when a second body is found with Luc’s matchbox she begins to fear that the two cases may not be as unrelated as she thought and that uncovering the sordid secrets of the city’s most wealthy and powerful could cost her and her loved ones everything they hold dear.

**Death Angel 2013-07-30**

Maybe she blessed the waters a century ago but now she’s a magnet for murder. She’s an angel all right, Mike said staring at the beautiful sunlit figure that towered over us a death angel in New York’s Central Park. Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper and detective Mike Chapman race to track down a serial killer before yet another young woman is found dead. The enormous urban park a sanctuary in the middle of the city for thousands of New Yorkers and tourists who fill it every day may very well become a hunting ground at night for a killer with a twisted mind. Once again Linda Fairstein thrills with an explosive page turner filled with a shocking realism that only she can deliver.

**Killer Look [Spoken Word] [MP3 CD]. 2016**

New York City is known for its glamour and nowhere is this more apparent than in its fashion scene sharing the pedestal with Paris, Milan and London as fashion capital of the world New York continually astounds with its creativity, daring and innovations in the name of beauty yet high fashion means high stakes as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when a murder rocks New York City’s fashion week along with detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace Alex must reveal the grime beneath the glitz to expose the culprit unless a wolf in model’s clothing gets to them first.

**The Bone Vault 2003**

A twelfth dynasty mummified princess on loan from Cairo is missing from the
metropolitan museum of art assistant district attorney alexandra cooper tries to solve the case unaware that a killer may await

**Terminal City 2014**

A latest alex cooper thriller by the best selling author of death angel finds the assistant da and detective mike chapman confronting grand central terminal’s dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship

**Blood Oath 2019-03-26**

New york times bestselling author linda fairstein explores the depths of manhattan’s secretive rockefeller university in this timely captivating thriller about the deep and often deadly reverberations of past sins assistant da alexandra cooper of the manhattan sex crimes unit is finally back at work following a leave of absence and not a moment too soon with more women feeling empowered to name their abusers alex is eager to return to the courtroom to do what she does best but even she can’t anticipate the complexity of her first case when she meets lucy a young woman who testified years earlier at a landmark federal trial and now reveals that she was sexually assaulted by a prominent official during that time yet lucy isn’t the only secret alex must uncover with rumors swirling about one colleague’s abusive conduct behind closed doors and another’s violent mysterious collapse as the seemingly disparate cases of her client adversary and friend start to intertwine alex along with nypd detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace finds herself in uncharted territory within manhattan’s rockefeller university a premier research institute hospital and cornerstone of higher learning but not even the greatest minds in the city can help her when unearthed secrets begin to collide in dangerous ways and unless she can uncover the truth the life saving facility just may become her grave

**Lethal Legacy 2009-02-10**

Summoned to tina barr’s apartment to investigate a possible assault assistant da alex cooper finds a terrified and uncooperative victim but when a murder complicates the case alex follows a trail to the wealthy eccentric hunt family

**Likely to Die 1997**

In new york a woman brain surgeon is sexually assaulted and stabbed murder by a demented patient or a more sinister killer policewoman alexandra cooper investigates

**Final Jeopardy 1998-09**

Alexandra cooper assistant district attorney in charge of manhattan’s sex crime prosecution takes on the murder of movie star isabella lascar in alexandra’s summer home and someone from her high profile past who may have intended to kill alexandra

**Cold Hit 1999**

The third in linda fairstein’s gripping and authentic series of crime novels featuring assistant da alexandra cooper with aplomb style and sharp compassion for her clients coop again unravels the truth behind murder in partnership with homicide detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace the victim is deni caxton third wife to the heir of a steel baron and a leading new york art dealer in her own right as coop chapman and mercer investigate her brutal killing they strip away the elegant and refined façade of her marriage and the international art world to reveal a tangle of cut throat business dealings over blown egos and distorted passions they find that the rich have the same motives for murder
as the poorest killer money revenge love and hate and they rapidly discover 
that a veneer of artistic civilisation doesn t prevent the use of blackmail or 
violence not even when officers of the law stand in the way for more about 
linda fairstein and the alexandra cooper series visit her website at 
lindafairstein.com

**The Bone Vault 2003**

following the critically acclaimed and top ten best seller the deadhouse linda 
fairstein now takes us behind the scenes of some of new york s magnificent and 
mysterious institutions in her most electrifying alexandra cooper thriller yet

**Killer Heat 2008**

manhattan d a alex cooper investigates the murders of three victims while 
dodging infuriated gang members packing heat her interrogation skills lead to 
someone with a twisted obsession concerning the military and things grow 
increasingly dangerous whe

**The Bone Vault 2004-02-05**

in the metropolitan museum of art s exquisite temple of dendur a monument to an 
an ancient world a very modern debate is raging at a gala dinner a controversial 
new exhibit is fiercely opposed by many among the upper echelon of museum 
donors alex cooper steps into this highly charged ring of power players only to 
make a much more troubling discovery a young museum researcher has been 
murdered her body shipped to the met in an ancient egyptian sarcophagus 
一起 with cops mike chapman and mercer wallace alex must penetrate the 
realm of the city s cultural elite to find a killer intent on keeping some 
secrets buried for eternity

**Night Watch 2012**

forty eight hours after alexandra cooper arrives in france to visit her 
boyfriend and famed restaurateur luc rouget her vacation in paradise is cut 
short when a young woman from the village is found murdered the only evidence 
discovered on the body is one of luc s matchboxes promoting his new restaurant 
in new york but before the investigation begins alex is summoned back to new 
york to handle a high profile case mohammed gil darsin the distinguished and 
wealthy head of the world economic bureau has been arrested and accused of 
attacking a maid in his hotel as the world watches in fascination to see how 
the scandal will unfold alex finds her attention torn between preparing the 
alleged victim to testify and a murder case with ties too close to home a 
second body is found with luc s matchbox this time in brooklyn and alex begins 
to fear that the two cases may not be as unrelated as she thought and that 
uncovering the sordid secrets of the city s most wealthy and powerful could 
cost her and her loved ones everything they hold dear

**Devil's Bridge 2016-01-02**

the manhattan waterfront is one of new york city s most beautiful vistas 
boasting both the statue of liberty and the george washington bridge the world 
s busiest traffic bridge assistant da alexandra cooper and detective mike 
chapman in the midst of their own growing relationship take on a case that 
forces them apart as a killer s twisted plan draws ever closer to home

**Death Angel 2015**

in new york s central park assistant da alex cooper and detective mike chapman 
race to track down a serial killer before yet another young woman is found dead 
is the body in the ramble the victim of a deranged psychopath or could other
missing women be connected to this savage attack the enormous urban park a sanctuary in the middle of the city for thousands of new yorkers and tourists who fill it every day may very well become the hunting ground for a killer with a twisted mind

**Entombed 2005**

after a lull of four years the silk stocking rapist is back at work on the upper east side but this time assistant da alexandra cooper and detective mike chapman have perfect dna evidence to work with

**Killer Heat 2008**

success can never be guaranteed in every case alexandra cooper prosecutes but for once the odds are with her she s able to put away a serial rapist for a crime he committed over 20 years previously outside the courtroom another predator is at large

**Lethal Legacy 2009**

when she investigates a possible assault assistant d a alex cooper finds the supposed victim terrified and uncooperative but when a murder complicates the case alex follows a trail to the wealthy eccentric hunt family

**Killer Look 2017-06-27**

new york times bestselling author linda fairstein delivers a heart pounding thriller that explores the dark secrets of manhattan s iconic fashion scene in this alexandra cooper novel new york city is one of the fashion capitals of the world well known for its glamour and style yet high fashion means high stakes as alex cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer wolf savage is found dead in an apparent suicide mere days before the biggest show of his career when the man s daughter insists savage s death was murder the case becomes more than a media sensation it is a race to find a killer in a world created entirely out of fantasy and illusion with her own job at the da s office in jeopardy and the temptation to self medicate her ptsd with alcohol almost too strong to resist alex is not anyone s first choice for help but she is determined to uncover the grime and the possible homicide beneath the glitz along with detectives mike chapman and mercer wallace alex must penetrate the twisted roots and mixed motives among the high profile players in the garment district just as things are about to get deadly on the catwalk

**Silent Mercy 2011**

investigating the murders of two women whose bodies were left in houses of worship prosecutor alexandra cooper rules out initial suspicions about hate crimes and begins a race against time to prevent further killings by the best selling author of hell gate

**Final Jeopardy 1997-06-01**

alexandra cooper manhattan s top sex crime prosecutor awakens one morning to shocking news a tabloid headline announcing her own brutal murder but the actual victim was isabella lascar the hollywood film star who sought refuge at alex s martha s vineyard retreat was isabella targeted by a stalker or was she in the wrong place at the wrong time mistaken for alex

**Entombed 2005-10**

another authentic spine tingling thriller from the woman who has been there herself
Death Dance 2017-01-05

The Manhattan waterfront is one of New York City’s most magnificent vistas boasting both the majestic statue of Liberty and the busy George Washington Bridge but Detective Mike Chapman is about to become far too well acquainted with the dangerous side of the Hudson River and its islands when he takes on his most personal case yet. The disappearance of Alex Cooper is missing but there are so many leads and terrifying complications scores of enemies she has made after a decade of putting criminals behind bars a recent security breach with dangerous repercussions and a new intimacy in her relationship with Mike causing the police commissioner himself to be wary of the methods Mike will use to get coop back if he can.

Hell Gate 2011-03-04

Investigating two cases including a human trafficking shipwreck and a New York congressman’s sex scandal Alex Cooper discovers a common clue that links both cases and puts her life in danger.

Mystery Women, Volume Three (Revised) 2010-12-31

Like other fictional characters female sleuths may live in the past or the future they may represent current times with some level of reality or shape their settings to suit an agenda there are audiences for both realism and escapism in the mystery novel it is interesting however to compare the fictional world of the mystery sleuth with the world in which readers live of course mystery readers do not share one simplistic world they live in urban suburban and rural areas as do the female heroines in the books they read may choose a book because it has a familiar background or because it takes them to places they long to visit readers may be rich or poor young or old conservative or liberal so are the heroines what incredible choices there are today in mystery series this three volume encyclopedia of women characters in the mystery novel is like a gigantic menu like a menu the descriptions of the items that are provided are subjective Volume 3 of mystery women as currently updated adds an additional 42 sleuths to the 500 plus who were covered in the initial volume three are more recently discovered sleuths who were introduced during the period from January 1 1990 to December 31 1999 this more than doubles the number of sleuths introduced in the 1980s 298 of whom were covered in Volume 2 and easily exceeded the 347 series and some outstanding individuals described in Volume 1 which covered a 130 year period from 1860 1979 it also includes updates on those individuals covered in the first edition changes in status short reviews of books published since the first edition through December 31 2008.

Terminal City 2015-08-04

Assistant Da Alexandra Cooper returns in the new breakneck thriller by the New York Times bestselling author of Death Angel who once again captures the essence of New York City its glamour its history its possibilities and its endless capacity for darkness Grand Central Station is hiding more than just an underground train system when the body of a young woman is found in the tower suite of the Waldorf Astoria Assistant Da Alexandra Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman find themselves hunting for a killer whose only signature is a carefully drawn symbol carved into his victims bodies a symbol that bears a striking resemblance to train tracks after a second body is discovered in a terminal alleyway attention shifts to the iconic transportation hub and the potential for a bigger attack with the President of the United States set to arrive for a United Nations meeting Alex and Mike must contend with Grand Central’s expansive underground tunnels and century old dark secrets as well as their own changing relationship to find a killer who’s cutting a deadly path straight to the heart of the city.
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